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Abstract

Photospheric stellar activity (i.e. dark spots or bright
plages) might be an important source of noise and
confusion in the radial-velocity (RV) measurements.
Radial-velocimetry planet search surveys as well as
follow-up of photometric transit surveys require a
deeper understanding and characterization of the ef-
fects of stellar activities to disentangle it from plane-
tary signals.
We simulate dark spots on a rotating stellar photo-
sphere. The variations of the photometry, RV and
spectral line shapes are characterized and analyzed ac-
cording to the stellar inclination, the latitude and the
number of spots.
The Lomb-Scargle periodograms of the RV variations
induced by activity present power at the rotational pe-
riod Prot of the star and its two-first harmonics Prot/2
and Prot/3. Three adjusted sinusoids fixed at the fun-
damental period and its two-first harmonics allow to
remove about 90% of the RV jitter amplitude. We
apply and validate our approach on four known ac-
tive planet-host stars: HD 189733, GJ 674, CoRoT-
7 and ιHor. We succeed in fitting simultaneously
activity and planetary signals on GJ674 and CoRoT-
7. We excluded short-period low-mass exoplanets
around ιHor. Our approach is efficient to disentan-
gle reflex-motion due to a planetary companion and
stellar-activity induced-RV variations provided that 1)
the planetary orbital period is not close to that of the
stellar rotation or one of its two first harmonics, 2) the
rotational period of the star is accurately known, 3)
the data cover more than one stellar rotational period.
This method will then allow to discover more plane-
tary sytems around active stars.

1. Introduction
This is the introduction section of your paper. All sec-
tion headings are in a large bold font. All sections and
subsections are numbered, respectively. Please use the
Latex command “\Section” for a numbered section,
“\section*” (with an asterisk) for an unnumbered sec-
tion and “\SubSection” for a sub-section. The sections
and sub-sections are consecutively numbered.

1.1. Sub-Section
This is the example of a sub-section. As mentioned
above, please use the command “\SubSection{Your
sub-section title}” in order to include your sub-section
title in the correct formatting. The sub-sections are
also consecutively numbered.

2. An additional section
You will find an example of how to include your Ref-
erence list with the LaTex bibliography environment
at the end of this file. You may cite references with [1]
or [2]. The reference list should be in an alphabetical
order. All references are put in square brackets and the
number in square brackets will appear in your paper if
you use the “\cite{citation}” command. Please note
that it is sometimes necessary to run LaTex twice in
order to have the citations be correctly included in the
paper.

3. Figures
You may use any of the common file types, such as
.jpg, .tiff, .pdf, etc. In order to include a figure, please
use the LaTex figure environment as shown in the tem-
plate.
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Figure 1: This is the example of an included figure.

4. Tables
You will find a sample of an included table below.
Please use the LaTex table environment in order to in-
clude a table.

Table 1: This is the example of an included table.

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3
Line 1 Line 1 Line 1
Line 2 Line 2 Line 2
Line 3 Line 3 Line 3
Line 4 Line 4 Line 4
Line 5 Line 5 Line 5
Line 6 Line 6 Line 6
Line 7 Line 7 Line 7
Line 8 Line 8 Line 8
Line 9 Line 9 Line 9
Line 10 Line 10 Line 10
Line 11 Line 11 Line 11
Line 12 Line 12 Line 12
Line 13 Line 13 Line 13
Line 14 Line 14 Line 14
Line 15 Line 15 Line 15

5. Equations
Below, you will find examples of two equations. You
should use the LaTex equation environment to include
your equation. The equation number is automatically
placed at the right side of the column. The equations
are also consecutively numbered.

a2 + b2 = c2 (1)

E = m · c2 (2)

6. Summary and Conclusions
After having finalized your paper in LaTex, please cre-
ate a respective pdf file out of the LaTex document.

The correct page settings and the formatting are guar-
anteed by the preamble which must not be deleted.
Please note that you are asked to upload a pdf file dur-
ing the abstract submission in Copernicus Office. No
other file type than .pdf is accepted for the file upload.
The actual citation header will be added automatically!
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